What’s Inside:
 Think Fun Yoga Dice
 4E's Novelty Expandable Toy Sphere
 Breathe Like a Bear by Kira Willey
 Listening to My Body by Gabi Garcia

Read, sing, talk, write, and play when
engaging with your young child. Use
the books and toys in this kit, along
with the activity guide, to support the
development of early literacy skills and
instill a love of reading.

 ABC for Me: ABC Yoga by Christiane Engel
 I am the Jungle by Melissa Hurt
 Laminated Activity Guide
Recommended Ages: 4+

This activity guide stays with the kit.
For a copy of your own, visit www.thegdl.org/kits.

 Read the books in this kit with your child.
 Make the story come alive! Don’t be afraid to
use voices and have fun with reading.
 Take time to look at and talk about the
pictures.
 Ask your child questions about what is
happening in the story and what they think
may happen next.
 Encourage your child to participate: filling in
rhymes, chanting refrains, making sounds,
and acting out parts of the story.
 Talk about the story. Help your child relate it
to their own experiences.

I’m an Airplane
(Tune: “Frère Jacques”)
I'm an airplane (repeat)
Flying high (repeat)
I can tilt this way (repeat)
In the sky (repeat)
I'm an airplane (repeat)
Flying high (repeat)
I can tilt that way (repeat)
In the sky (repeat)
I'm an airplane (repeat)
Flying high (repeat)
I can make a landing (repeat)
From the sky (repeat)
Reach for the Ceiling
Reach for the ceiling
Touch the floor
Stand up again
Let's do some more
Touch your head
Then your knee
Up to your shoulders
Like this you see
Reach for the ceiling
Touch the floor
That's all for now
There isn't any more

 Try breathing at different tempos with your
child. Take long, deep breaths and short, quick
breaths. Ask your child about how breathing
differently makes them feel.
 Listen to your Body has a list of sensations and
feelings. Talk about times when you and your
child have felt those things. What made you feel
that way? Did you like or dislike that feeling and
why?

 Write your own yoga story using the yoga poses
from the books in this kit. Include the pose
names throughout your story. Then read your
story aloud and do the poses as you say the
poses in your story. For example, “The fox took a
trip through the forest. It came upon a
mountain. They weren’t sure how to get to the
other side...”
 Make up your own yoga poses. Write the name
of your yoga pose and draw what inspired it. For
example, I might create rat pose and draw a
picture of rat.

 Use the book, ABC Yoga to spell different
words with your body. See if you can guess
what the other person is spelling based on the
poses they’re doing.
 Play a game of yoga freeze. Flip through the
pages of ABC Yoga and have your child tell you
when to stop. Whatever page they tell you to
stop at is the yoga pose you can try together.
 Incorporate the breath exercises from
Breathe like a Bear into your playtimes.
 Use the expanding ball as a breath ball.
Pretend the ball is your lungs. When you
breathe in, make the ball larger and when you
breathe out, make it smaller. Toss or roll the
ball back and forth taking turns breathing with
it as you catch it.

